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ABSTRACT 
 
Security hardware based on asymmetric algorithm is the key component of Public Key 
Infrastructure (PKI), which decides the safety and performance of system. Security 
device in server or client have some common functions. We designed the client token and 
cryptographic server to improve the performance of PKI, and got obvious effect.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Secure hardware is a main topic when constructing a PKI system. It is the foundation of 
security in information system, and its security reliability and rapidity directly affect the 
performance of security system. One of the reasons to choose hardware encryption is 
speed. Parallel compute can accelerate the encryption in hardware. More importantly, 
hardware realization is safe. Developers can manage all the process of data and attackers 
can not get any open source. I have completed my design of secure hardware and utilized 
it to PKI system.  

Firstly, the paper describes the PKI operation process and present security hardware 
device in this structure, including client, server and key manage center. Secondly, the 
common function of all these devices is abstracted: encryption and decryption, signature 
and verification, key and data certificate storage, and so on. Then, the paper introduces 
token in client and cryptographic server. In fact, token is a carrier of data certificate, 
which can storage certificate and perform signature or verification by certificate. 
Cryptographic server is large in size, and its function is stronger than token in processor. 
In the end, the real performance of PKI system is analyzed, and we pointed out unsolved 
problem regarding hot backup of sensitive data, access control of token.  



 
PKI OPERATION PROCESS 

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) has already become the main way to establish secure 
communication, electronic commerce security, and information system security. Digital 
Certificates are the basis of Public Key Infrastructure, Which are based on the concept of 
a public-private key pair. Private key must be kept a secret, and an associated public key 
must be made public. Given the public key, it is infeasible to find the private key. Digital 
Certificate can provide three important security services including integrity, source 
non-repudiation, authentication and confidentiality.  
 

 
Figure 1    PKI process 

 
The PKI process is shown in the above figure. In the sender side, sender use hash 
function to converge the Plain text and get a Hash Result. The next step Sender use it’s 
Private Key to encrypt the Hash Result with RSA algorithm as the sender’s Digital 
Signature. Then, sender create a Random Key through a white-noise generator to encrypt 
the whole result of last step with DES algorithm. The next step, sender uses receiver’s 
Public Key to encrypt the same Random Key and create an Encrypted Key with RSA 
algorithm. Finally, send the encrypted message through a Secure Channel. 
 
In the Receiver side, receiver get the encrypted message through a secure channel. Then 
use receiver’s Private Key to decrypt the Encrypted Key and get the Random Key with 
RSA algorithm. The next step, receiver use the Random Key to decrypt the Cipher text 
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with DES algorithm and get the Clear text. Then, use sender’s Public Key to decrypt the 
Digital Signature and get the Hash Result with RSA algorithm and check authentication 
of the Sender .Finally, receiver uses Hash function to converge the Plain text and get a 
Hash result, compare two Results to check integrity of the Plain text. 
 
 

COMMON FUNCTIONS 

Public-private key pair management is the key problem to ensure the safety of PKI 
system. Private key must be invisible to user and attacker whether it is in static storage or 
in dynamic operation. The ideal situation is that the storage and operation of private key 
are managed in a black box which is not understandable and analytic to user and attacker. 
If the black box is established in software on the computer, we can not ensure its safety, 
because computer environment is open and analyzable. Hardware-based black box 
greatly improve the safety of private key, further more hardware can accelerate 
encryption and improve security system’s performance. 

Security hardware device is the cryptographic primitive which can provides 
cryptographic services including encryption and decryption, signature and verification, 
random generation, key and data certificate storage, and so on. Security hardware device 
in client, server and key manager center provides the common functions, however the 
realization and performance are different. The client is a token plug in computer; server 
and key manage center is realized by remote cryptographic servers. 
 

 
Table 1    Common functions of security hardware 

Cryptographic Services Application Interface is a software module on application host 
computer which provide the cryptographic functions on which public-key security is 
based (including secret-key primitives, such as the Data Encryption Standard (DES)). 

Cryptographic Services Application Interface 

Secure Communication Protocols 

Basic Function Firmware 

The least hardware resource needed: 
 Communication Interface 
 Security Processor 
 Security Data Storage Area 
 Random Generator 
 Symmetric Algorithm Accelerator 
 Asymmetric Algorithm Accelerator 
 Hash Algorithm Accelerator 



The PKI Task Group believes that it is important to standardize a single interface for 
cryptographic services, and recommends that CSSM from CDSA, Version 2.0 be chosen 
as the basis for the standard. In fact RSA Lab PKCS#11 and Microsoft CSP are the 
widely used standards. 
Secure Communication Protocols is a bridge from application interface to hardware 
function, however safety is a very important factor. Most of security hardware devices are 
command-response devices, the application request a function then the device give the 
result.  
Basic Function Firmware is program executed by security processor, which respond to 
the application request. It is mini operation system, including security state manage, file 
manage, hardware drive, and communication protocol.  
Communication Interface is the data flow channel to Application. The class of interface 
includes PCI, USB, ISO7816, TCP/IP, and so on. Which type is adopted is lie on the 
performance needed. 
Security processor is the core of device, all of the hardware resource is managed by it. 
The disposal ability of the processor is not important because hardware accelerator , the 
safety is the key problem. 
Security data storage area is the location to place the sensitive data including private key, 
data certificate, secret key, and other information should be in secret. The information in 
this area should never be read by user or attacker in plain, and can be destroyed when in 
crisis. 
Random Generator is the source of key pair or secret key. the randomicity is very 
important and must be checked when the device power on. 
Symmetric Algorithm Accelerator can improve the performance of algorithm. In some 
application, such as SSL, the symmetric algorithm determine the secure data bandwidth. 
There are many standard algorithm, DES and AES are very popular now. 
Asymmetric Algorithm Accelerator can improve the performance of digital signature. The 
asymmetric algorithm is much more slower than symmetric algorithm in software, even if 
in hardware. This characteristic is decided by the different algorithm operation. The most 
popular asymmetric algorithm is RSA and ECC.  
 
 

REALIZATION SCHEME 

The PKI Architecture is intended to support at least two kinds of hardware security 
device: security tokens and cryptographic modules. The class of tokens includes 
Smartcards, memory cards, time-synchronized tokens, and challenge-response tokens and 
some USB PK token. These devices may provide cryptographic primitives and services, 
and authentication functions. memory cards, time-synchronized tokens, and 
challenge-response tokens are not based on asymmetric algorithm and not so strong with 
smartcards and USB PK token. In our project, we designed the USB PK token, which is 
carrier of data certificate, can storage certificate and sign or verify by certificate. Because 
the token is portable, all the functions must be complete by one chip, that is a typical 
security system integration chip. It includes embedded CPU、all kinds of encryption 



accelerate coprocessors、large nonvolatile memory、lots of data memory and USB 
interface. The PKCS11 and Microsoft CSP interface is provide with the token. The 
performance of this token is : RSA sign 5 times every second, RSA verify 40 times every 
second, DES encrypt 500K bits every seconds. 

Cryptographic modules includes chipsets, bus-connected cryptographic adaptors, and 
remote cryptographic servers providing cryptographic primitives and services, but not 
providing user authentication functions. Cryptographic modules are assumed by the PKI 
Architecture to provide the full range of cryptographic services (and they may provide 
direct access to some cryptographic primitives for the convenience of designers of new 
cryptographic services. In our project, we designed the remote cryptographic servers. A 
PCI cryptographic accelerate card is plug on the server, which can provide cryptographic 
services. Application server is connected to cryptographic server by cable. The PCI board 
is the key component of cryptographic servers. On the board, basic hardware mentioned 
above must be used, further more the performance of these hardware must be very high. 
Because its function is much stronger than client token, whether the processor, 
accelerator and communication to meet multiple links demand. Because the encryption 
machine on server is key device, its stability is very important to whole system. The 
performance of our cryptographic server is : RSA sign 600 times every second, RSA 
verify 4000 times every second, DES encrypt 400M bits every seconds. 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 
The security hardware in client or server we designed have greatly improved the PKI 
performance, including safety and speed. There are unsolved problems regarding hot 
backup of sensitive data, access control of token, which should resolve in the next 
version. 
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